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We construct caps in projective 4-space PG(4, q) in odd characteristic, whose
cardinality is O (5
2
q2). ( 2000 Academic Press
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Weil bound.1. INTRODUCTION
Let PG(r, q) be the projective space of dimension r over the Galois "eld
F
q
"GF(q) of order q. An n-cap O in PG(r, q) is a set of n points, no three of
which are collinear. The maximum value of n for which there exists an n-cap
in PG(r, q) is denoted by m
2
(r, q) (see [4]). The number m
2
(r, q) is only known,
for arbitrary q, when r"2, and r"3. To be precise m
2
(2, q)"q#1 if q is
odd, m
2
(2, q)"q#2 if q is even, and m
2
(3, q)"q2#1, q’2. Caps in
PG(3, q) of size q2#1 are called ovoids. Apart from m
2
(r, 2)"2r,
m
2
(4, 3)"20, m
2
(5, 3)"56 [4, p. 285], and m
2
(4, 4)"41 [2], for m
2
(r, q) only
upper bounds are known. It seems that "nding the exact value m
2
(r, q) for
r54 and constructing a cap of size m
2
(r, q) are very hard problems.
We study large caps in dimension 4. In [1] we improved a construction due
to Tallini and constructed (2q2#q#9)-caps in PG(4, q) for all q"2f’4. In283
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284 BIERBRAUER AND EDELthis paper we construct large caps in PG(4, q) in odd characteristic. Segre
claimed in [6] to have constructed caps of size (5q2!2q#1)/2 in PG(4, q)
whenever q"pf, where the prime p,7 (mod 8) and the exponent f is odd.
Segre’s construction is not quite correct as it is stated in [6]; to see this,
consider for example the collinear points P
1
"(0, 1, 1, 1, 0), P
2
"
(0, 1, 1,!1, 0), and P
3
"(0,!2,!2, 0, 0) in the terminology of [6, p. 90], in
the case when 3 is a non-square. However, his method does produce large
caps. We start from a version of Segre’s construction, which works for all
odd q. This is done in Section (2) for q,3 (mod 4), and in Section 3 for
q,1 (mod4). Denote the resulting caps by C
q
LPG(4, q). We proceed to
show that there are a plane E meeting C
q
in four points and a conic section
ALE such that AWC
q
"0 and
C*
q
"(C
q
CE)XA
is a cap. It is clear thatC*
q
has q!3 points more thanC
q
. This construction is
carried through in Section 4 for q,3 (mod 4) and in Section 5 for q,1 (mod
4). The proof in case q,1 (mod 4) uses a technical lemma (Lemma 1). In
Section 6 we give a proof of this lemma. It is based on the Hasse}Weil bound
for the number of rational points for algebraic curves. Our main result is as
follows.
THEOREM 1. ‚et q be an odd prime-power. „hen PG(4, q) contains a cap C*
q
of the following cardinality:
(5q2!2q!7)/2 if q,1 (mod 8),
(5q2!8q!13)/2 if 3(q,3 (mod 8),
(5q2!6q!11)/2 if q,5 (mod 8),
(5q2!4q!9)/2 if q,7 (mod 8).
It follows from one of the by-laws of quadratic reciprocity (see for example
[7]) that 2 is a square if q,$1 (mod 8) and 2 is a nonsquare if q,$3
(mod 8).
We use homogeneous coordinates for PG(4, q). A typical point will be
written as x"(x
1
: x
2
: x
3
: x
4
: x
5
). Denote by e
i
the vector which has
x
i
"1, x
j
"0 for j"i. We thank A. Brandis for a helpful discussion.
2. THE CONSTRUCTION IN THE CASE q,3 (mod 4)
In the projective space PG(4, q) consider the hyperplanes H
1
with equation
x
3
"0,H
2
with equation x
4
"0,H
3
with equation x
5
"0 and quadrics
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i
, i"1, 2, 3 with the following equations:
Q
1
(x)"x2
1
#x2
2
!x2
4
#x2
5
,
Q
2
(x)"x2
1
#x2
2
#x2
3
!x2
5
,
Q
3
(x)"x2
1
#x2
2
#2x2
3
!2x2
4
.
Observe that the bilinear form (scalar product) corresponding to Q
1
is
(x, y)
1
"x
1
y
1
#x
2
y
2
!x
4
y
4
#x
5
y
5
,
and analogously for Q
2
and Q
3
. The radicals of the quadrics Q
i
are
Rad(Q
1
)"Se
3
T, Rad(Q
2
)"Se
4
T, Rad(Q
3
)"Se
5
T.
In particular, the restriction of Q
i
to H
i
is non-degenerate. It follows that
<(Q
i
)WH
i
, the set of projective points P3H
i
satisfying Q
i
(P)"0, is a non-
degenerate quadric. The discriminant is !1 in each case, meaning that the
Gram matrix has nonsquare determinant. This shows that <(Q
i
)WH
i
has
index 1; geometrically, this means that it is an ovoid. The 2-space Se
1
, e
2
T is
anisotropic with respect to each Q
i
, or equivalently the line corresponding to
Se
1
, e
2
T is an exterior line of <(Q
i
). Another equivalent expression is
<(Q
i
)WH
1
WH
2
WH
3
"0. Call a line l generic if it is not contained in any of
the H
i
, in other words, if lWH
i
consists of one point P
i
, i"1, 2, 3. We
construct a large subset ;L<(Q
3
)WH
3
such that no generic line meets
<(Q
1
)X<(Q
2
)X; in three points.
So let l be a generic line and let P
i
"lWH
i
, i"1, 2, 3. Assume P
i
3<(Q
i
).
Write P
i
"Sv
i
T, where notation is chosen so that v
1
#v
2
#v
3
"0. We have
v
1
"x"(x
1
, x
2
, 0, x
4
, x
5
),
v
2
"y"(y
1
, y
2
, y
3
, 0, y
5
),
v
3
"z"(z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, z
4
, 0).
As x#y#z"0 we have the following relations:
z
1
"!(x
1
#y
1
), z
2
"!(x
2
#y
2
)
z
3
"!y
3
, z
4
"!x
4
, y
5
"!x
5
.
Since P
i
3<(Q
i
), i"1, 2, 3 we have that Q
i
(v
i
)"0. Consider the equation
2Q
1
(x)#2Q
2
(y)!Q
3
(z)"0; taking into account the above relations, we
286 BIERBRAUER AND EDELobtain
(x
1
!y
1
)2"!(x
2
!y
2
)2.
As !1 is a non-square we obtain x
1
"y
1
and x
2
"y
2
. The relation
Q
1
(x)!Q
2
(y)"0 reads as follows:
z2
3
#z2
4
"2x2
5
. (1)
We have that <(Q
i
)WH
i
WH
j
is an oval whenever iOj. Also, these six
ovals are mutually disjoint. We see that ;
i
"(<(Q
i
)WH
i
)C(H
j
XH
k
) has
q2#1!2(q#1)"q2!2q!1 elements whenever Mi, j, kN"M1, 2, 3N.
Put Q(z
3
, z
4
)"z2
3
#z2
4
. De"ne
;"MP"(z
1
: z
2
: z
3
: z
4
: 0) D P3 <(Q
3
), z
3
) z
4
O0, 2Q(z
3
, z
4
)
non-square in F
2
N.
If P"SzT3;, then Eq. (1) cannot be satis"ed. It follows that
C
q
";
1
X;
2
X; is a cap.
We have to show that D;D5(q#1)2/2 if 2 is a square, and that
D;D5(q#1)(q!3)/2 if 2 is a non-square. For each non-zero square u3F
q
there are precisely two pairs (z
3
, 0) such that Q(z
3
, 0)"u and also two pairs
(0, z
4
) such that Q(0, z
4
)"u. Non-squares u have no such representation.
De"ne E"M(z
3
, z
4
)Dz
3
z
4
O0, z2
3
!z2
4
"0N. Then DED"2(q!1) and it is
clear that P"SzTN; if (z
3
, z
4
)3E. Moreover for each non-zero element
u3F
q
with the same Legendre symbol as 2 there are precisely four pairs
(z
3
, z
4
)3E such that Q(z
3
, z
4
)"u. An element u whose Legendre symbol is
di!erent from that of 2 has no such representation.
Now, let (z
3
, z
4
)3M"(F*
q
]F*
q
)CE. We have DMD"(q!1)(q!3). As the
quadratic form Q is anisotropic it represents each non-zero "eld element by
q#1 pairs. Consider at "rst the case when 2 is a square. The number of pairs
(z
3
, z
4
)3M such that Q(z
3
, z
4
) is non-square is q~1
2
) (q#1). As z2
3
!z2
4
O0
for these pairs, there are precisely q#1 pairs (z
1
, z
2
) such that for
z"(z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, z
4
, 0) we have Q
3
(z)"0. This holds for each "xed such pair
(z
3
, z
4
). Hence we have
D;D"(q#1) ) q!1
2
) (q#1)/(q!1)"(q#1)2/2.
Now, let 2 be a non-square. The number of pairs (z
3
, z
4
)3M such that
Q(z
3
, z
4
) is square equals q~1
2
) (q#1!4). Proceeding as in the former case
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D;D"(q#1) ) q!1
2
) (q!3)/(q!1)"(q#1)(q!3)/2.
3. THE CONSTRUCTION IN THE CASE q,1 (mod 4)
The general build-up is the same as in the case q,3 (mod 4). We choose
a non-square a and use the following quadrics:
Q
1
(x)"x2
1
#ax2
2
#x2
4
#x2
5
,
Q
2
(x)"x2
1
#ax2
2
!x2
3
!x2
5
,
Q
3
(x)"x2
1
#ax2
2
!2x2
3
#2x2
4
.
As before we see that <(Q
i
)WH
i
describes an ovoid, i"1, 2, 3, and that
Se
1
, e
2
T is anisotropic with respect to each Q
i
. Assume a generic line l inter-
sects H
i
in P
i
, where P
i
3<(Q
i
), i"1, 2, 3. Write P
i
"Sv
i
T, where notation is
chosen so that v
1
#v
2
#v
3
"0. We have
v
1
"x"(x
1
,x
2
, 0, x
4
,x
5
),
v
2
"y"(y
1
, y
2
, y
3
, 0, y
5
),
v
3
"z"(z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, z
4
, 0),
and the same relations hold as in case q,1 (mod 4):
z
1
"!(x
1
#y
1
), z
2
"!(x
2
#y
2
),
z
3
"!y
3
, z
4
"!x
4
, y
5
"!x
5
.
As before we use 2Q
1
(x)#2Q
2
(y)!Q
3
(z)"0. This yields
(x
1
!y
1
)2"!a (x
2
!y
2
)2.
As !a is a non-square we obtain x
1
"y
1
and x
2
"y
2
.
The relation Q
1
(x)!Q
2
(y)"0 yields
z2
3
#z2
4
"!2x2
5
. (2)
As before, put Q(z
3
, z
4
)"z2
3
#z2
4
. This time Q does not describe an anisot-
ropic space but rather a hyperbolic plane. Each non-zero value is represented
288 BIERBRAUER AND EDELprecisely q!1 times by Q. Put
;"MP"(z
1
: z
2
: z
3
: z
4
: 0)DP3<(Q
3
), z
3
) z
4
O0,
Q(z
3
, z
4
)"0 or 2Q(z
3
, z
4
) non-square inF
q
N.
If P"SzT3;, then Eq. (2) cannot be satis"ed. It follows that
C
q
";
1
X;
2
X; is a cap, where ;
1
and ;
2
are de"ned as before. We have
that <(Q
i
)WH
i
WH
j
is an oval whenever iOj. Moreover these six ovals are
mutually disjoint. It follows that ;
i
has q2#1!2(q#1)"q2!2q!1
elements. The number of P3; such that Q (z
3
, z
4
)"0 is
2(q!1)(q#1)/(q!1)"2(q#1). For every non-zero u3F
q
, which has the
same Legendre symbol as 2, there are four pairs (z
3
, z
4
) such that
z
3
z
4
O0, z2
3
"z2
4
and Q (z
3
, z
4
)"u. For each non-zero square u there are
four pairs (z
3
, z
4
)O(0, 0) such that z
3
z
4
"0 and Q(z
3
, z
4
)"u.
We distinguish between the cases when 2 is a square and when 2 is
a non-square. Using the same counting argument as in the preceding section
we get in the former case (2 a square)
D;D"2(q#1)#(q#1) ) q!1
2
) (q!1)/(q!1)"(q2#4q#3)/2.
When 2 is non-square we obtain
D;D"2(q#1)#(q#1) ) q!1
2
) (q!5)/(q!1)"(q2!1)/2.
4. THE EXTENSION IN THE CASE q,3 (mod 4)
Consider the plane E"(x
1
"x
2
"0) and the conic section
A"< (Q
4
)LE, where
Q
4
(x)"x2
3
#x2
4
#ax2
5
,
and a3F
q
is chosen such that a and 2a#1 are non-zero squares. C
q
WE
consists of the four points (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 :$1) and (0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :$1). We have to
prove that C*
q
"(C
q
CE)XA is a cap. As A is an oval in E it su$ces to prove
that there is no line l containing a point="SwT"(0 : 0 : w
3
: w
4
: w
5
)3A
and two points P
1
,P
2
of C
q
CE. Two essentially di!erent cases arise.
The First Case
P
1
"SxT3;
1
CE,P
2
"SyT3;
2
CE. We have
x"(x
1
, x
2
,0,x
4
, x
5
),
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1
, y
2
, y
3
,0, y
5
),
w"(0, 0,w
3
,w
4
,w
5
),
where Q
1
(x)"Q
2
(y)"Q
4
(w)"0 and notation has been chosen so that
x#y#w"0. It follows from Q
1
(x)!Q
2
(y)"0 that
w2
3
#w2
4
"x2
5
#y2
5
. (3)
The equation Q
4
(w)"0 yields
w2
3
#w2
4
"!aw2
5
"!a (x2
5
#2x
5
y
5
#y2
5
). (4)
Subtracting Eq. (4) from Eq. (3) we obtain
(a#1)x2
5
#2ax
5
y
5
#(a#1)y2
5
"0.
We see that x
5
/y
5
is a solution of the quadratic equation
X2#(2a)/(a#1)X#1"0. The discriminant of this equation is
!(2a#1)/(a#1)2. As this is a non-square we obtain a contradiction.
The Second Case
P
1
"SxT3;
1
CE,P
2
"SzT3;CE. We have
x"(x
1
, x
2
, 0, x
4
,x
5
),
z"(z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, z
4
, 0),
w"(0, 0,w
3
, w
4
, w
5
),
where Q
1
(x)"Q
3
(z)"Q
4
(w)"0 and notation has been chosen so that
x#z#w"0. The additional property that 2(z2
3
#z2
4
) is a non-square will
not be needed.
Equation Q
1
(x)"Q
3
(z) yields
!2w2
3
!x2
4
#2z2
4
#w2
5
"0.
Equation Q
4
(w)"0 yields
w2
3
#w2
4
#aw2
5
"w2
3
#x2
4
#2x
4
z
4
#z2
4
#aw2
5
"0.
Consider the equation Q
1
(x)!Q
3
(z)#2Q
4
(w)"0. Putting >"x
4
/z
4
we
obtain
(>#2)2#(2a#1)(w
5
/z
4
)2"0.
It follows that 2a#1 is a non-square, contradicting our choice.
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1
3;
2
CE,P
2
3;
2
CE, is obtained from the second case
using the involutorial automorphism, which interchanges the third and
fourth coordinates.
In order to complete the proof in this case it su$ces to show that we can
always "nd a non-zero square a3F
q
such that 2a#1 is a non-zero square. If
the characteristic is not 3 we can choose a"4. Let the characteristic be 3,
q’3. Let aO1 be a square. We have 2a#1"1!aO0. If 1!a is
a square we are done. Assume 1!a is a non-square. Put a@"1/a. Then
1!a@"(a!1)/a is a square and we are done.
5. THE EXTENSION IN THE CASE q,1 (mod 4)
In this section we will assume q’9. The cases q"5 and q"9 will be dealt
with in Section 7. Consider the plane E"(x
1
"x
2
"0) and the conic section
A"< (Q
4
)LE, where
Q
4
(x)"x2
3
#x2
4
#bx2
5
#2cx
3
x
4
.
Here the non-zero elements b, c are chosen so that c is a square, 1!c2 is
a non-square, b"(1$c)/2 is a non-square. The proof that such a choice is
possible for q’9 can be found in Section (6). The set C
q
WE consists of the
four points (0 : 0 : 0 : 1 :$i) and (0 : 0 : 1 : 0 :$i), where i denotes an element
of order 4. We have to prove that C*
q
"(C
q
CE)XA is a cap. As before it
su$ces to prove that there is no line l containing a point ="(w’"
(0 : 0 : w
3
: w
4
: w
5
)3A and two points P
1
, P
2
of C
q
CE. As in the preceding
section we have to consider two essentially di!erent cases.
The xrst case
P
1
"SxT3;
1
CE,P
2
"SyT3;
2
CE. We have
x"(x
1
, x
2
, 0, x
4
,x
5
),
y"(y
1
, y
2
,y
3
, 0, y
5
),
w"(0, 0,w
3
, w
4
, w
5
),
where Q
1
(x)"Q
2
(y)"Q
4
(w)"0 and x#y#w"0. The equation
!2b (Q
1
(x)!Q
2
(y))#Q
4
(w)"0 simpli"es as follows:
(1!2b) (w2
3
#w2
4
)!b(x
5
!y
5
)2#2cw
3
w
4
"0.
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3
$w
4
)2"b (x
5
!y
5
)2. As bc is a non-
square we conclude that x
5
"y
5
and w
3
"$w
4
. The equation
(Q
1
(x)#Q
2
(y))/2 yields x2
1
#ax2
2
"0, which forces x
1
"x
2
"0, contradic-
ting the assumption that xNE.
The Second Case
P
1
"SxT3;
1
CE,P
2
"SzT3;CE. We have
x"(x
1
, x
2
, 0, x
4
,x
5
),
z"(z
1
, z
2
, z
3
, z
4
, 0),
w"(0, 0,w
3
, w
4
, w
5
),
where Q
1
(x)"Q
3
(z)"Q
4
(w)"0 and x#z#w"0. The equation
b(Q
1
(x)!Q
3
(z))!Q
4
(w)"0 reads as follows:
(2b!1)w2
3
#(b!1)w2
4
!bz2
4
#2bw
4
z
4
!2cw
3
w
4
"0.
Recall that b"1
2
(1$c). Consider the case when b"1
2
(1#c). Then
b!1"1
2
(c!1), 2b!1"c, and our equation simpli"es as follows:
c (w
3
!w
4
)2"1
2
(c#1)(z
4
!w
4
)2"b (z
4
!w
4
)2.
As bc is non-square we conclude that w
3
"w
4
"z
4
"!z
3
. The equation
Q
3
(z)"0 yields the contradiction z
1
"z
2
"0.
Consider the case when b"1
2
(1!c). Then b!1"!1
2
(c#1), 2b!1"
!c. Our equation simpli"es as follows:
!c(w
3
#w
4
)2"1
2
(1!c)(z
4
!w
4
)2"b(z
4
!w
4
)2.
As before we conclude that w
4
"z
4
"!w
3
"z
3
. The equation Q
3
(z)"0
yields the contradiction z
1
"z
2
"0.
6. A LEMMA CONCERNING FINITE FIELDS
Recall the conditions that b, c3F
q
have to satisfy in Section 5: both are
non-zero, c a square, 1!c2 non-square, b"1
2
(1$c), and b non-square.
Assume the square c has been chosen so that 1!c2 is non-square. As the
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2
(1#c) ) 1
2
(1!c) is a non-square it is clear that we are done once the
following lemma is proved:
LEMMA 1. ‚et q be a prime-power, q,1(mod 4), q’9. „hen there is an
element x3F
q
such that 1!x4 is non-square.
Proof. Assume this is not the case. Consider the homogeneous polynomial
F (X,>,Z)"X4#>2Z2!Z4
with coe$cients in F
q
. Denote by N the number of its rational points. The
only rational point with z"0 is P
=
"(0 : 1 : 0). The remaining rational
points will be written in the form (x : y : 1). If y"0, then x3SiT. If x"0, then
y"$1. Let xNM0,$1,$iN. By our assumption 1!x4 is a square. It follows
that each such x gives us two rational points all of whose coe$cients are
non-zero. We have seen that N"1#4#2#2(q!5)"2q!3. On the
other hand, the polynomial F(X,>,Z) of degree 4 determines an algebraic
curve of genus g43. As P
=
is a singular point, we have g42. It is not
di$cult to determine the genus completely. In fact, it follows from [8,
Example VI.3.3], that we are in the elliptic case g"1. From the Hasse}Weil
formula we have that N4q#1#2Jq (see [8], for example). We have
2q!34q#1#2Jq, equivalently q44#2Jq, which is not true for
q513. j
It may be noted that the statement of Lemma 1 is indeed not true for q"5
and q"9.
7. SMALL FIELDS
The method of Section 5 works for q"5 and for q"9 as well. The only
change is that the constants b, c in the de"nition of the quadratic form
Q
4
have to be chosen in a di!erent way. As the case q"5 is not very
interesting we leave it for the reader to check that the choice b"c"1 leads
to the desired result. We work out the case q"9. Represent F
9
in the form
F
9
"F
3
(e), where the primitive element e satis"es e2"!e#1. We choose
b"1, c"e.
In the "rst case the equation Q
1
(x)!Q
2
(y)"0 yields
w2
3
#w2
4
#x2
5
#y2
5
"0.
Comparison with Q
4
(w)"0 shows that x
5
y
5
/w
3
w
4
"e. It is easy to show
that if the sum of four nonzero squares vanishes in F
9
, then the product of
these squares is $1. This yields a contradiction.
CAPS IN PROJECTIVE 4-SPACE 293In Case 2 we proceed as in Section 5. Consider the equations
Q
1
(x)!Q
3
(z)"0 and Q
4
(w)"0. We simplify, divide all the terms by w2
4
,
and use the new variables X"w
3
/w
4
,>"z
4
/w
4
, and Z"w
5
/w
4
. This leads
to the equations
X2!eX">2#>,
X2!1!>"Z2.
The "rst of the above equations has only "ve solutions (x, y), namely either
(x, y)"(e,!1) or x3M!1,!e3N, y3M!e,!e2N. In each of these cases the
second equation cannot be satis"ed as x2!1!y is a non-square. This
contradiction concludes the proof.
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